
Concerned citizens inspired 
and challenged
Imam Muhammad Ashafa and Pastor James 
Wuye from Nigeria have indeed inspired 
and challenged Canadians with  filmed and 
live representations of their journey from 
bitter and destructive opposition to dynamic 
and constructive partnership.
Throughout  a much too  short  and intensive 
four-day Canadian Tour, they spoke at 
numerous gatherings: 
◆During an interview on CHIN Radio in 
Ottawa for the program Dialogue with 
Diversity, each admitted to having used 
religious texts to incite violence, but 
affirmed their now strong belief that 
religion can and must  be part  of the 
solution. Imam Ashafa challenged people of 
faith “to  wake up and take back the glory of 
our tradition from the hands of those super-
active minorities who have hijacked the 
value of our heritage and religious 
traditions to commit  atrocities, to (create) 
bad images and to promote hate and 
violence.” According to Pastor James, 
“Religion  is a powerful instrument of 
change. If  it  is used positively, it  will bring 
positive change and if it  is used negatively, 
it  will cause hurt  to  people....The best  thing 
to do to someone you think you hate is to 
show him excessive love.” If there was to be 
any competition between religious faiths, he 
said, it  should be “to compete in  trying to 
outdo the other in kindness and goodness 
and charity, in cooperation and in  embracing 
the culture of diversity.”

◆At a public presentation at  St Paul 
University, co-hosted by IofC and the 
university’s Conflict  Research Centre, which 
included excerpts from the two films and 
footage not  seen before, Vern Redekop, 
Associate Professor of Conflict  Studies 
moderated a panel discussion and a lively 
Q&A session. Closing that event, the 
Nigerian High Commissioner, H.E. Professor 
Iyorwuese Hagher, who had entertained the 
visitors to a lunch and a dinner, 
acknowledged the duo  as Nigeria’s “true” 
ambassadors of peace to the world. 
◆Thirty  Foreign Service and development 
officers packed a boardroom at  the 
Department  of Foreign Affairs and Inter-
national Trade to engage the visitors in 
considering effective ways to address inter-
community  conflict in  Africa. Appropriately, 
the meeting was hosted by the newly created 
Office of Religious Freedom.
◆A roundtable meeting, sponsored by the 
ADR Centre Canada Inc. and the Canadian 
Institute for Conflict Resolution, brought 
together leading conflict  practitioners, 
academics and faith  group leaders to engage 
in sharing insights, experiences and 
questions in  moving communities to 
resolution and reconciliation.
◆On the final morning in Ottawa, the 
visitors engaged in  a lively three-hour class 
with 27 graduate students of conflict 
transformation. One commented, “This has 
fuelled my passion to work in this wonderful 
field.”
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Reconciliation: 
 one of life’s most powerful and humbling forces
One evening not long ago, a guest staying with a Montreal family prepared what she called a “Reconciliation Feast” for her 
hosts. As they approached the table, the mere sight of the dish set before them, simple though it was, began  to  appease the 
conflict they had  been experiencing through the day. There stood a pie decorated with pastry in the shape of a smiling face! As 
grace began, the wife stood, hugged her husband, and peace was made before they ate.
This very ordinary  account is nowhere as dramatic as the incredible reconciliation  that  occurred between two men who had 
previously schemed to kill one another. Yet  it  is made up  essentially of the same powerful remedy and spiritually elevating 
force, which is reconciliation.
The striking story of reconciliation between an imam and a pastor, as retold in person by  the main  protagonists of the 
documentary  films The Imam & the Pastor and An African Answer, has been a most humbling lesson for those who witnessed 
their powerful testimonials in Ottawa and Montreal (October 31-November 3), as part of their recent North American Tour. 

Pastor Wuye (l) and Imam Ashafa (r) 
with H.E. Prof. Iyorwuese Hagher, 

High Commissioner for Nigeria to Canada, 
and Mrs. Hagher

Deggen God (l) and Feiseyo Oni (r), 
University of Ottawa IofC Club, and 
Mercy Okalowe (c), IofC Program 

Coordinator, Toronto.

____________________________

“The best thing to do to someone you think you hate is to show him excessive love.”    Pastor Wuye 



(Reconciliation continued)
The picture would not  have been 
complete without  the presence and 
participation of two others who played 
important  roles in their mission. One is 
Joseph Karanja, a Kenyan lawyer, 
whose activism for peace and good 
governance in his own troubled land led 
him to appeal to  Ashafa and Wuye to 
bring their healing hands to  his country. 
The other is Alan Channer, the British 
director of the two award-winning 
documentaries. 
Channer told how he and colleagues 
with FLTfilms were looking for a story 
about Christian-Muslim relations when 
they heard the imam and pastor speak  at 
a session at Initiatives of Change’s 
International Conference Centre in 
Caux, Switzerland. Later, once Ashafa 
and Wuye were established as highly 
effective mediation  partners, he and 
Palestinian co-director Imad Karam 
followed them to Kenya to document 
their methodology. The result  was An 
African Answer and a Resource Guide 
for grass-roots practitioners.

An intensive 24 hour 
Peace-a-thon in Montreal
On November 2 and 3, the IofC team in 
Montreal, with the support  of seven 
partners, had the honour of welcoming 
these messengers of peace. The visit 
began with a supper with  members of 
the Nigerian Association  of Montreal, 
where the guests debated the relative 
challenges on the ground in Nigeria as 
compared to those faced by Nigerians 
who are now living in  Canada. After 
that  they took part  in  an evening event 
at  the Plateau Auditorium, which 
brought  together a hundred or so 
people, who asked many questions and 
learned how the imam and the pastor 
had prepared their hearts for the first 
step of reconciliation.

The next day, following an interview on 
the Radio Ville Marie program 
Questions d’aujourd’hui,  the team went 
on to a lunch  meeting with people from 
key areas of the community. Together 
they considered future collaboration 
between Quebec and Africa, including 
exchanges of expertise. To conclude 
this marathon, Imam Ashafa and Pastor 
Wuye were invited to an  interfaith 
roundtable meeting organized jointly by 
the Canadian Centre for Ecumenism 
and the City  of Montreal, where they 
laid out  their convictions and message 
in a very poignant  fashion. Our guests 
left  Canada delighted with these 
activities and the continuing rever-
berations in Ottawa and Montreal – a 
good sign for the future. What  a 
privilege to have welcomed them here!

Richard Weeks & Benoît Charlebois

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

“Peace Coaches” 
on a mission in Montreal
My doctoral research (is) on “Interfaith 
Curriculum on Peace Education: an 
Empowering Tool to Reduce Violence in 
Nigeria.” I heard about these “noble 
spiritual instruments of  peace” in 2006 
when I was doing some research on 
interfaith dialogue in Nigeria. However,  I 
had never met  them. This (meeting 
them) was the greatest gift  of my life. I 
am convinced that our future will be 
better if  each of us could bring his/her 
contribution to the process  of peace 
building.  The two documentaries, The 
Imam & the Pastor and An African 
Answer,  are manuals that may be 
relevant in the world for interfaith 
education, intercultural and intersocial 
relationships for the well-being of 
peoples. Once again, the world ran to 
the cradle of humanity  to solve one of 
its problems. 

Isaiah Ekundayo Dada, 
Nigerian pastor studying at the 

University of Montreal

Nigeria holds a special place in my 
heart – in great part because my 
husband (a Nigerian) is  based there for 
the time being. Meanwhile, here in 
Montreal, there is no lack of  work to be 
done in our own society,  where 
forgiveness has yet to make inroads  in 
many areas. I  am personally  interested 
in learning more about what would be 
required to become a facilitator of 
conflict resolution using these tools.

Veronica Schami, Montreal 

Pastor Wuye, Imam Ashafa and Laurent Gagnon 
surrounded by participants at the public meeting

Joseph Karanja (l) and Alan Channer (r) with 
Pastor Wuye and Imam Ashafa (centre)

It will prove to be one of those 
strong moments  in my life, 
which I will never forget. 

Anne Beaumier, Coordinator, 
Victoriaville Festival of Peace

Now available – new 2-DVD Box Set 
with 34-page Resource Guide

The Imam & the Pastor    AND    An African Answer
Plus    A RESOURCE GUIDE for GRASS-ROOTS PRACTITIONERS

             By:  Pastor James Wuye and Imam Muhammad Ashafa

             DVDs available in French and English
             Resource Guide in English

             To order contact Chris Hartnell at
             604 575 1264 or 
             mraproductions@ca.iofc.org 

The imam and the pastor, true to 
form, were so simple and so 
authentic  in their divine mission of 
peace and reconciliation!

Pascale Frémont, President, 
Religions for Peace – Quebec

mailto:mraproductions@ca.iofc.org
mailto:mraproductions@ca.iofc.org


New president 
for IofC 
International!
Previous presidents 
would have been a 
hard act  to follow. 
However, the newly 
e l e c t e d f o u r t h 
president  of IofC 
International is fully 
up to the challenge. 
Dr. Omnia Marzouk has just been 
elected by the 31 members of IofC 
International, including IofC Canada.
Mona, as many of us know her, was 15 
when she met  IofC. She writes, “I was 
captivated and challenged. Captivated – 
by an intergenerational, diverse 
fellowship that combined personal 
integrity, action at the local level and 
global thinking. Challenged –  to  start 
with myself to deal with the credibility 
gap in my  own life and discover my 
own calling.”
As a member of the International 
Council in  the last  year, Omnia says 
she has gained more understanding of 
the great  opportunities, challenges and 
needs of our world work. She says the 
skills she brings to the presidency  are 
passion and conviction about the role of 
IofC; a different  perspective rooted in 
her cultural-religious heritage as an 
Arab-Muslim professional woman 
living in  the West; experience in 
management  and leadership; personal 
experiences of the challenges and 
difficulties as well as the joys and 
adventures that  result  from deciding to 
put the “theory” into daily practice.

Joy Newman, Calgary

Religious Faiths Fair Regina
On Sunday October 16, the Regina 
Initiatives of Change team and the 
Luther College Religious Studies 
department joined the Regina Multi-
Faith Forum to  hold a Religious Faiths 
Fair at  the University of Regina. IofC 
had a booth for information sharing. 
People stopped by the booth  to  network 
and to satisfy  their curiosity. Some 
students were especially  interested in 
world peace, which gave us an 
opportunity to share information on the 
Peace Circles Project. IofC members 
also  embraced the opportunity to learn 
about the other faiths that  were 
exhibiting.
A small choir from the Huda Muslim 
School sang sacred Muslim songs; 
young dancers from the Hindu Samaj 
performed sacred dances. Sikhs 

demonstrated how to  wrap a turban 
while explaining its significance.
For three evenings following the 
religious fair there were panels of 
representatives from six  different 
religions who discussed the common 
beliefs, and misconceptions surround-
ing these beliefs, held by our 
community. We also learned about the 
prayerful daily rituals that  adherents of 
each of the religions perform. About a 
hundred people attended the fair and 
panels. The discussions were respectful 
and enlightening.

The events served to allow the two 
bridging organizations, IofC and Multi-
Faith Regina, to enhance their profile in 
the community  and we hope that  future 
events will draw larger audiences.

Jean Parker, Mary Adede 
& Gwen McLean, Regina

Prison Chaplains view 
The Imam & the Pastor film
Prison  Chaplains from across Canada 
met  in Hamilton, Ontario from 
November 6 to  10 for an  orientation on 
the new rules and government 
regulations concerning their role in the 
prison system.
As a Muslim Imam and Prison 
Chaplain  in the Greater Vancouver area 
of B.C., I  was part  of this conference 
and had the opportunity during these 
days together to show the film The 
Imam & the Pastor to the chaplains and 
government officials. The response was 
very positive and many people asked 
for copies to  use in their own areas. 
The short  video clip  (made by Howard 
Grace, IofC UK) on Imam Ashafa and 
Pastor Wuye’s 2010 visit  to a prison in 
England, was also well received.
The Director General of  Chaplaincy, 
Mr. Rick Purk, commented that  he had 
seen the film The Imam  & the Pastor 
three years ago at  an event  in Ottawa, 
and spoke very encouragingly about 
possible future screenings in the 
prisons.

My next step is to send all the 
conference participants information on 
how to order a copy of the film.

Shawkat Hasan, Richmond, B.C.

Healing through Trauma 
Tapping
On October 24, the Toronto IofC 
chapter hosted a session with Gunilla 
Hamne and Robert  Ntabwoba to learn 
the Trauma Tapping Treatment  (TTT) 
that  has brought healing to victims of 
world hot spots.
Gunilla Hamne is a therapist 
specializing in healing trauma in 
conflict  and post-conflict  Africa using 
mainly TTT. This year Gunilla attended 
the Caux Forum for Human Security 
and met  a number of the Canadians 
who were also present. Robert 
Ntabwoba, a survivor of the 1994 
genocide in Rwanda, has worked with 
the TTT  in conflict  and post-conflict 
areas of Rwanda, Congo  and Sierra 
Leone. Gunilla and Robert  are both co-
founders of the Peaceful Heart network.
About 30  people participated in  this 
introduction to TTT. Mercy Okalowe 
organized the event attended by IofC 
Canada’s Managing Director Benoît 
Charlebois and a diverse group of all 
ages and beliefs with a common value 
– a willingness to help the world 
become a better place.
Gunilla told the history of TTT  and 
how she got interested in the technique 
– a simple way of tapping 14 points in 
one’s body to heal post-traumatic stress 
that  is so harmful to health, 
relationships and well-being.
Our questions and answers session 
proved that healing is needed 
everywhere regardless of people’s 
economical state or education level.
The venue, Tranzac, a popular hangout 
for local musicians, aligned well with 
the therapy as the drums and soulful 
singing of the musicians created a 
peaceful atmosphere. Gunilla and 
Robert  demonstrated the TTT  and we 
paired up and repeated their actions. 
Memories resurged, some tears were 
about to roll down cheeks, and some of 
us were ready to fall asleep. Someone 
commented that it just felt so good.
We ended the evening with flute music 
and songs performed by three 
musicians attending the event. Joyful 
chitchat and hugs brought  the evening 
to a close. Two similar meetings took 
place in November.

Ildze Slanke, Toronto

Council Member Mary Adede at the
Faiths Fair IofC booth

(Photo:Edward Peters)

Dr. Omnia Marzouk

http://www.peacefulheart.se/
http://www.peacefulheart.se/


IofC Canada Chairman’s Remarks
“To inspire a worldwide renaissance.”

The public writings of Frank Buchman are concentrated in 
the book Remaking the World. Full-page newspaper 
advertisements across Canada in 1957  reported fully his 
speech that  “Ideas Are God’s Weapons for a New World.” 
Therein he stated, “Man has the capacity to  receive ideas 
from God. When men act on  these ideas, they find new 
direction for themselves and their nations.”
Buchman was speaking, of course, of “man” and “men” as 
“humanity.” He was not  being gender exclusive! In referring 
to ideas as “weapons,” he knew very well that images, facts 
and concepts being conveyed by national leaders and the 
mass media, shape the public dialogue and influence the 
lives of millions.
In his conclusion, he declared, “Ideas quick and powerful to 
reconcile nations, to conquer all hearts and wills, to inspire a 
worldwide renaissance, are instantly available, immediately 
applicable.”
Half a century later, the International Council of Initiatives 
of Change is seeking innovative ways to introduce these 
ideas to a rapidly expanding world of seven billion people. 
Yet we now dwell in a steadily shrinking ideological 
community  of mass media where ideas are being instantly 
shared, bringing innovative collaboration or violent conflict.
In Canada, the Management  Council of IofC gathered in 
October to become acquainted with  each  other and to 
understand the current  status of IofC as a national 
organization. Our existence, as one component of this global 
movement, also  became vivid, as we learned more about the 
emerging strategies of the International Council.
Last month, one aspect  of this global strategy, available for 
all in DVDs and print, was manifest  in person by the “Imam 
and the Pastor” when they visited Montreal and Ottawa. 
Other IofC books and videos are available and in production
—to provide modern evidence of Frank Buchman’s 
testimony that “ideas are God’s weapons for a new world.”
As our winter celebrations begin to warm us with both joys and 
splendour, we in  Canada have the challenge to work together in 
2012 towards a “world that works” for everyone, inspired by 
God’s innovative mind and plan for each and all of us.

Initiatives of Change, Suite 402, 331 Cooper Street, Ottawa,  ON  K2P 0G5
Tel: 613 230 7197  Email: info@ca.iofc.org 

Initiatives of Change
Building trust across the world’s divides

A global network open to people of all nationalities, cultures, 
religions and beliefs who work toward change locally and 

globally, starting with change in their own lives. 

In Canada, Initiatives of Change is officially registered 
as a charitable organization under the name of 

Initiatives of Change Association (Canada). 
Contributions to its work are tax deductible. 

For more information visit:   
www.ca.iofc.org

The Canadian Newsletter is published four times a 
year by Initiatives of Change Canada. 
To subscribe: 
Email: admin@ca.iofc.org 
To submit articles:
Email: newsletter@ca.iofc.org 
To donate: 
Online at:  www.ca.iofc.org
By mail:  send cheque payable to Initiatives of Change to: 
The Treasurer,  Initiatives of Change Canada, 
Suite 402, 331 Cooper Street, Ottawa,  ON  K2P 0G5 

UPCOMING EVENTS

January 12, 2012 and once a week for 6 weeks: 
A Creators of Peace Circle will take place for South 
Asian women in Surrey, B.C. 
Contact:  annehartnell@ca.iofc.org or 604 575 1264

January 15, 2012: The Regina Multi-Faith along with 
Regina Members of Saskatchewan Multi-Faith will celebrate 
World Religion Day at Beth Jacob Synagogue. 
Contact:  Gwen McLean  gmcl@sasktel.net 

January 17, 2012 and once a week for 6 weeks
Feb 10-12 – weekend
March 23-25 – weekend
April 13-15 – weekend
Calgary Women’s Peace Circles
Contact: Janyce Konkin  iofc.calgary@ca.iofc.org 
or 403 270 0975

The May 2012 AGM will be held at the University of 
British Columbia in Vancouver. Dates and other details are 
currently being finalized and will be announced shortly.

Wayne Kines, Ottawa
Chairman, IofC Canada 
Council of Management

Initiatives of Change Canada wins a Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada Grant
Our funding request  for the “Citizen Listening and Dialogue Project” related to  Residential Schools proposed by  the Quebec 
Team and submitted in March to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada was accepted on  October 12. The next 
steps concerning funds disbursement  are now in the hands of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development  Canada. This 
innovative project  will be implemented in Quebec over the next  two years in  partnership with the intercultural organization 
“Espace Art  Nature” based out  of Neuville. A working session was held in Victoriaville on November 28 between  local 
participants and representatives from Montreal and Neuville.

Laurent Gagnon, Montreal
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